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Abstract— This paper discusses the relation between
network coding, (classical) algebraic coding, and network error correction. In the first part, we clarify
the relation between network coding and algebraic
coding. By showing that the Singleton bound in algebraic coding theory is a special case of the Maxflow Min-cut bound in network coding theory, we
formally establish that linear multicast and its stronger
versions are network generalizations of a maximum
distance separation (MDS) code. In the second part,
we first give an overview of network error correction, a
paradigm for error correction on networks which can
be regarded as an extension of classical point-to-point
error correction. Then by means of an example, we
show that an upper bound in terms of classical errorcorrecting codes is not tight even for a simple class
of networks called regular networks. This illustrates
the complexity involved in the construction of network
error-correcting codes.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The concept of network coding was introduced
for satellite communication networks in [2] and
fully developed in [3], where in the latter the term
“network coding” was coined and the advantage of
network coding over routing was demonstrated. The
main result in [3], namely a characterization of the
maximum rate at which information generated at a
single source node can be multicast, can be regarded
as the Max-flow Min-cut theorem for network information flow. An algorithm for constructing linear
network codes that achieve the Max-flow Min-cut
bound was devised in [5]. Subsequently, a more
transparent proof for the existence of such linear network codes was given in [6]. For further references
on the subject, we refer the reader to the Network
Coding Homepage [10] and the tutorial [7].

Inspired by network coding, network error correction has been introduced in [4] as a paradigm for
error correction on networks which can be regarded
as an extension of classical point-to-point error
correction. Specifically, the results in [4] [8] [9] are
network generalizations of the fundamental bounds
in classical algebraic coding theory. In this paper,
we discuss the relation between network coding,
algebraic coding, and network error correction.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we first establish that a linear network
code achieving the Max-flow Min-cut bound is a
network generalization of a maximum distance separation (MDS) code in classical algebraic coding [1].
This clarifies the relation between network coding
and classical algebraic coding. In Section III, upon
giving an overview of network error correction, we
illustrate the complexity involved in the construction
of network error-correcting codes by means of an
example. Concluding remarks are in Section IV.
II. T HE S INGLETON B OUND

AND

MDS C ODES

Consider the network in Fig. 1. In this network,
there are three layers of nodes. The top layer consists of the source node , the middle layer consists
of  nodes each connecting
to node , and the
 
bottom layer consists of
nodes each connecting
to a distinct subset of  nodes
on the middle layer.
  
We call this network
an
combination network,
 
or simply an
network, where
  .
Assume that a message consisting of  information symbols taken from a finite field  is generated
at the source node , and each channel can transmit
one symbol in  in the specified direction. A linear
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Fig. 1.

An

combination network.

network code on a given network is qualified as a
linear multicast [7] if for all non-source node  in
the network, if
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then node  can decode the source message. Note
that by the Max-flow Min-cut theorem, (1) is a
necessary condition for any node  to be able to
decode the source message. In [7], linear broadcast,
linear dispersion, and generic linear network code
are also defined as linear network codes possessing stronger properties than linear multicast. These
stronger linear network codes are useful for various
applications.
Consider a classical ! *(+,# linear block code with
minimum distance
- and regard it as a linear network
.

code on the /)02143 network. Specifically, the code
takes the source message as input and outputs 
symbols, each being transmitted on one of the 
outgoing channels of node . For each node on
the middle layer, since there is only one input
channel, we assume without loss of generality that
the symbol received is replicated and transmitted on
each outgoing channel.
Since the ! *(+# code has minimum distance - ,
by accessing a subset of 657-98' of the nodes on
the middle layer (corresponding to -:5; erasures),
each node  on the bottom layer can decode the
source message. From the foregoing, by the Maxflow Min-cut theorem,
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which is precisely the Singleton bound for classical
linear block code [1]. Thus the Singleton bound is
a special case of the Max-flow Min-cut theorem.
Moreover, by (2), the non-source nodes in the network with maximum flow at least equal to  are
simply all the nodes on the bottom layer, and each
of them can decode the source message. Hence, we
conclude that an ! *(2,# classical linear block code
with minimum distance
is a  -dimensional linear


multicast on the /)02143 network.
More generally, an ! *(+,# classical linear block
- is a  -dimensional
code with minimum distance
  
linear multicast on the
network for all H%
5I-J8 . The proof is straightforward (we already
have shown it for "@A*5K-8L ). On the other hand, it
is readily   seen
that a  -dimensional linear multicast

on the
network, where M%N , is an ! *(+#
classical linear block code with minimum distance
- satisfying
-O%
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A classical linear block code achieving tightness
in the Singleton bound is called a maximum distance
separation (MDS) code [1]. From the foregoing, the
Singleton bound is a special case of the Max-flow
Min-cut theorem. Since a linear multicast, broadcast,
or dispersion achieves tightness in the Max-flow
Min-cut theorem to different extents, they can all
be regarded as network generalizations of an MDS
code. The existence of MDS codes corresponds, in
the more general paradigm of network coding, to
the existence of linear multicasts and their stronger
versions. This has been discussed in great detail in
[7].
III. N ETWORK E RROR C ORRECTION
Inspired by network coding, network errorcorrecting codes has been introduced in [4] for
multicasting a source message to a set of nodes
on a network when the communication channels
are not error-free. The usual approach in existing
networks, namely link-by-link error correction, is a
special case of network error correction. Network

generalizations of the Hamming bound, the Singleton bound, and the Gilbert-Varshamov bound in
classical algebraic coding have been obtained. In
particular, the tightness of the Singleton bound in
the network setting is preserved, meaning that linear
network codes are asymptotically optimal. We refer
the reader to [8] [9] for the details.
In this section, we discuss an upper bound obtained in [8] which is given in terms of bounds defined for classical error-correcting codes. By means
of an example, we will show that this bound is
not tight even for a simple class of networks
called regular networks. This illustrates the complexity involved in the construction of network
error-correcting codes.
Let us first describe the setup of network error
correction. An acylic communication network is
represented by a directed acyclic graph S7@ !UT (WVX# ,
where T is the node set and V is the channel set,
in which multiple channels between a pair of nodes
is allowed. On each channel, one symbol from a
certain code alphabet Y can be transmitted in the
specified direction. A message taken from a source
alphabet Z is generated at the source node , which
is to be multicast to a set of sink nodes [ . A network
code on S is defined in the usual way (see for
example [8]), and for a network code \ , the symbol
transmitted on channel ] when the message is ^ is
denoted by \)_ ` ! ^# .
Definition 1: A network code on S is a -errorcorrecting if it can correct all b -errors for bcda ,
i.e., if the total number of errors in the network is
at most a , then the source message can be recovered
by all the sink nodes egfO[ .
Since S is acyclic, it naturally defines a partial
order h on the channel set V . Two channels ]>(i]kjlfPV
are said to be incompatible if neither ]mhE]kj nor ]kjlh
] . A set of channels npoEV is called an antichain if
the channels in n are pairwise incompatible.
Definition 2: For a partition !q (+rL# of the node
set T , se?a !q (+rL# is a regular cut if its members form
an antichain, i.e., if ]R(+]kj:ftseua !Uq (irL# , then there
exists no path either from ] to ]kj or from ]kj to ] .
Definition 3: An acyclic network is regular
v|wuy
!
~}
(Wel# , where
if vxw?yz :! (Wel#{@
!
~}
(Wel# is the minimum volume of a regular cut
between and e .

For a a -error-correcting network code on a given
network S , we are naturally interested in the maximum possible value of  Z6 , the size of the source
alphabet. The following theorem renders an upper
bound on  ZP .
Theorem 1: [8] Let \ be a a -error-correcting code
for an acyclic network S with source alphabet Z and
code alphabet Y , and let g@ v|wyRk ~} ! (Wel# .
i) If se?a !q (+rL# is a regular cut between the source
node and a sink node e , then the set of all possible
vectors transmitted across se?a !q (ir # , i.e.,
 !
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form a classical a -error correcting code with alphabet Y , and consequently
ii)
qm!

 Z6

*(Wa(+#(

and in the case that the code is linear,
!

 ZP;
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where "@ Y , and qm! *(Wa(i# and  ! *(Wa(+# are the
size of an optimal classical  -ary a -error-correcting
code of length  and the size of an optimal classical
linear  -ary a -error-correcting code of length  ,
respectively.
The upper bound on  ZP rendered in the above
theorem is in terms of bounds defined for classical
error-correcting codes. Since the errors occurring at
the channels across any cut in a regular network
do not interfere with each other (because the set
of channels form an antichain), one may conjecture
that this upper bound on Z is generally tight for
regular networks. The following example, however,
shows the contrary.
Example 1: Consider the network in Fig. 2 which
is specified by
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Let us consider binary codes for this network, i.e.,
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The network for Example 1.
~

the encoding alphabet is given by YM@
( .
It is easy to verify for this network that
=  :!
!
(ieu#6@~} eX(ieu#6@ for O@D(+ , so
it is regular. In light of the existence of a classical
binary 1-error-correcting (3,1) code, if the bounds in
Theorem 1 are tight, then there would exist a binary
-error-correcting network code
\P@
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where \¡+¢ £¤  denotes the encoding function of \ for
channel ! ( # , etc, that multicasts
a message from
~
the binary source alphabet Z@
(D .
Assume that the network code \ in (4) is 1error-correcting. We will show that this leads to a
contradiction. Without loss of generality, we let
! 

\¥x2¢ £¤
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and
\¥x+¢ £¤

!

has in-degree one must be a bijection, so we may
assume with loss of generality that it is the identity
function.
Let us consider the encoding function \¥ 0 ¢ ` ¤ with
the first and the
second arguments being the outputs

of channels ! (+-># and ! s (+-># , respectively. We will
show that there is no way to choose the function
\¥ 0 ¢ ` ¤ such that the code is able to correct 1 error.
First, without loss of generality, let

~#@c\¥x+¢ ¦¤

!
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!

(5)
<

Let us consider the case that the source
message is

1 and an error occurs at channel  ! ( # . It is easy to
see that the outputs of channels ! (+-># and ! s (+-># are
0 and 1, respectively, so that by (5), channel ! -(+] #
outputs a 0. Then across the cut
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and e 3 , the outputs of the channels are
(R( # if the source message is
and an error

occurs at channel ! ( # .
Next,
consider the case that the source message

is and an error occurs at channel ! (+# . Then we
must have
!  
\¥ 0 ¢ ` ¤
( #*@R(
(6)
between


!

otherwise the outputs of the  channels across the cut
in (6) would again be ! (D( # so that the sink node
e 3 cannot distinguish the source messages 0 and 1.
We now consider the cut
! 

se?a
~#@D(

since by symmetry one can exchange the roles of
0 and 1 componentwise. We observe that for a
particular network code, a channel can be removed
if its encoding function can only take one value
because such a channel does not convey any information. For the network in Fig. 2, if the encoding
function of any channel can take only one value,
then by removing that channel from the network,
we will find a sink node such that the minimum
cut between the source node and this sink node is
reduced to 2. This contradicts Theorem 1 because of
the nonexistence of a (2,1) code that can correct 1
error. This means that the encoding functions of all
the channels must take two values. In particular, an
encoding function of a channel whose input-nodes
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e) . It is easy to verify that if
, then  the outputs
of the channels

!
across
the
cut
in
(7)
is
(D( # if the source message

is and an error occurs at channel ! (is# , or if the
source message is and an error occurs at channel
!
(2# . Thus we must have
!
\¥ 0 ¢ ` ¤ D(k#=@

and

!
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Now again consider the cut in (6). With (5), (6),
and (8), it can readily be verified that
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By Theorem 1,
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is a classical 1-error-correcting code so that its
minimum distance is at least 3, a contradiction to
(9). Therefore, the assumption that the code in (4) is
1-error-correcting is incorrect, and we conclude that
there exists no binary 1-error-correcting network
code that can transmit 1 bit. This in turn shows that
the upper bound in Theorem 1 is not tight.
IV. C ONCLUDING R EMARKS
We have clarified the relation between network
coding and algebraic coding. We have also have
given an overview of network error correction, a
paradigm for error correction on networks and an
extension of classical point-to-point error correction,
and discussed the complexity involved in the construction of network error correction codes.
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